Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. first in order of importance; main
   - minor
   - ordinary
   - principal
   - extra

2. a state or feeling of thrilling excitement
   - electricity
   - calm
   - composed
   - indifferent

3. glide smoothly and effortlessly
   - walk
   - land
   - ghost
   - dart

4. associate with; being with others in a way that provides friendship
   - company
   - individual
   - alone
   - person

5. furrow one's brow in an expression of disapproval, displeasure, or concentration
   - grin
   - smile
   - approve
   - frown

6. a large body in outer space that circles around the sun or another star
   - comet
   - planet
   - meteor
   - fireball

7. arrange in a particular order
   - interruption
   - sequence
   - chaos
   - closure

8. mild in temperament or behavior; kind or tender
   - harsh
   - wild
   - aloof
   - gentle
Circle the word that has the same meaning.

1. first in order of importance; main

   minor  ordinary  principal  extra

2. a state or feeling of thrilling excitement

   electricity  calm  composed  indifferent

3. glide smoothly and effortlessly

   walk  land  ghost  dart

4. associate with; being with others in a way that provides friendship

   company  individual  alone  person

5. furrow one's brow in an expression of disapproval, displeasure, or concentration

   grin  smile  approve  frown

6. a large body in outer space that circles around the sun or another star

   comet  planet  meteor  fireball

7. arrange in a particular order

   interruption  sequence  chaos  closure

8. mild in temperament or behavior; kind or tender

   harsh  wild  aloof  gentle